Cell cycles and in vitro transdifferentiation and regeneration of isolated, striated muscle of jellyfish.
Isolated, mononucleated, cross-striated muscle cells of a medusa can transdifferentiate in vitro to various new cell types and even form a complex regenerate. The transdifferentiation events follow a strict pattern. The first new cell type resembles smooth muscle and is formed without a preceding DNA replication. This cell type behaves like a stem cell and by quantal cell cycles produces all other new cell types. Some preparations develop an inner and an outer layer separated by a basal lamella. Formation of these layers does not depend on DNA replication. When layers do not form, each division results in nerve cells and smooth muscle cells. If separation into layers occurs, then a regenerate will be formed, and in the course of only two cell cycles all necessary cell types to form a functional regenerate will differentiate.